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Abstract

This paper describes experiments in applying the Simple Recurrent Network (SRN) architecture (Elman 1991, 1993) to the task of learning the grammatical dependencies involved in reflexive and pronominal anaphora. This task requires more refined sensitivity to grammatical structure than others that have been studied in previous explorations of the language learning capacity of SRNs. When evaluated quantitatively, SRNs performed very well in assigning reference to pronouns and reflexives. However, the manner in which SRNs achieved such performance and the generalizations that the networks learned diverged in certain key respects from those of the target grammar: (i) linear N-V-reflexive and N-V-pronoun sequences which do not stand in a relevant structural relation nonetheless significantly affect the network's interpretations, and lead to errors unlike those made by humans; (ii) the network represents different sentence types in distinct fashions, inhibiting systematic generalization from one to the other; (iii) the network's knowledge of the conditions on anaphoric dependencies is item specific and does not generalize to novel lexical items. These results have important consequences not only for the viability of SRNs as models of language learning but also for questions of systematicity of generalization in neural networks (Hadley 1994; Marcus 1998).
I Introduction

Questions concerning the nature of human linguistic knowledge, the manner in which language is acquired, and the way in which language is processed have played a central role in shaping research in cognitive science. Though there have been and continue to be many disagreements, there are two fundamental results that are widely agreed upon. First, the wide variety of patterns that exist in the languages of the world are best characterized in terms of hierarchically organized structural descriptions (as evidenced, for example, by the great many syntactic processes that cause word order to depart from the canonical sequence of phrasal groupings in a language through the displacement of syntactic constituents). Secondly, although languages differ from one another in many ways, there appear to be certain dimensions along which they do not vary (e.g., in the adherence to structural principles governing possible coreference relations; in the kinds of locality constraints that govern phrasal displacement).

If such structural descriptions and grammatical invariants form the core of our linguistic knowledge, an important question arises as to how speakers come to be possess such knowledge. Within the field of generative linguistics, the abstractness of this knowledge and its conceptual distance from the data available to the language learner has led researchers to the conclusion that humans possess an innately specified and finely structured language faculty, so-called Universal Grammar (UG). On this view, UG provides the inductive bias necessary to lead language learners to attend to structurally defined regularities and to draw similar conclusions even in the face of disparate and incomplete data, leading to the observed invariants. For many researchers, some generative linguists included, this picture remains unsatisfying. Without some sense of why or how a particular grammatical property might be innate, the theory is infused with the unappealing taste of stipulation no matter how specific or universal the property can be shown to be.

Over the past 20 years, the connectionist paradigm has emerged as a promising alternative to the symbolic paradigm in a wide range of areas of cognitive theorizing. Connectionist approaches to the mind eschew abstract symbolic representations and rules in favor of sub-
symbolic computation by neuron-like units. Where symbolic approaches to cognition, and to language especially, have emphasized the role of nature–of innate structure–in the emergence of law-like regularities, connectionist research emphasizes nurture, using techniques for statistical induction on the data provided to a learner as a means of extracting generalizations. As Elman et al. (1996) have emphasized, the connectionist approach does not deny the importance of innately provided inductive bias; instead it locates such bias in the properties of neural architecture, for instance the number, type and connectivity of neural units, rather than in innate domain-specific principles.

This line of inquiry has obvious appeal, and part of this appeal is that the kinds of innate structure necessary under the connectionist perspective are seen by some as more biologically plausible than that which is required under the UG approach. However, plausibility at this level of description is not sufficient on its own. In order for a connectionist account of language learning to be convincing, it must be shown precisely how the sorts of structural regularities seen in natural languages arise from connectionist networks when they are endowed with an appropriate architecture and trained on realistic linguistic data. There has been some work in this connection in the domains of phonology and morphology, most famously the work spawned by Rumelhart and McClelland’s (1986) model of the English past tense (see, for example, Pinker and Prince 1988, Pinker and Ullman 2002, and McClelland and Patterson 2002, for discussion). Yet, there has been a barrier to applying these methods to the problem of learning the structure of sentences: Any network must have a fixed bounded number of input or output units, while sentences can grow without bound. How then can sentences of unbounded length be represented as the input or output of a network?

Elman (1991) proposes a way of resolving this impasse using Simple Recurrent Networks (SRNs). Unlike traditional feed-forward networks in which the output of the network depends entirely upon the levels of activation at the input units (along with the network connectivity), SRNs include recurrent connections which record information about the previous state of the network. Consequently, a sentence can be fed to an SRN one word after another, and the
state of the network can encode information about the preceding context. Elman proposes testing the ability of SRNs to induce a representation of sentence structure by training them to perform word prediction: The words in a sentence (or rather corpus of sentences) are fed to an SRN sequentially, and the SRN is trained to predict the next word in the sentence. Since the ability to make such predictions rests on an awareness of the sentence structure, success at this task provides one sort of evidence that the network has in fact induced information about such structure. Rodriguez et al. (1999) and Rodriguez (2001) have shown that an SRN trained in this fashion is capable of inducing the kind of structurally-based generalizations representable by the class of context-free grammars.

Especially relevant to our current concerns is the work of Elman (1993), who explores the ability of SRNs to learn to do word prediction in the context of an interestingly complex fragment of English. Specifically, Elman focuses his attention on a corpus of simple English sentences that have two salient grammatical properties: number agreement between the subject and verb, and the possibility of relative clause modifiers attached to subject and object noun phrases. In the context of sentences like the apple/apples was/were red, subject-verb agreement can be resolved on the basis of linear relationships between adjacent words. However, in the presence of (unboundedly many) relative clauses between the subject and verb in examples like the apple/apples that fell on the scientist who proposed gravity was/were red, the subject-verb relationship can no longer be characterized in terms of linear relationships, because there is no fixed distance or finite set of distances between the words that must enter into an agreement relation. Instead, inducing the correct generalization about the subject-verb relation in this class of English sentences requires reference to hierarchically structured sentence representation, under which this relation is structurally uniform. Under certain training conditions Elman shows that an SRN can succeed at the prediction task for this class of sentences. On the basis of this result, Elman argues that learners need not come to the task of language learning with the language-specific predisposition to learn hierarchical grammatical structure. Instead, such structure emerges on the basis of the network’s training
from the input data itself.

This paradigm has been applied to other grammatical constructions, with similarly successful results. Lewis and Elman (2001), for instance, show that SRNs trained to do word prediction learn the conditions on subject-verb inversion, apparently inducing the correct structure-based rather than linear-order based generalization (cf. Crain and Nakayama 1987). Rohde (1999a) demonstrates that the SRNs can acquire knowledge of the conditions under which \textit{want to} can contract to \textit{wanna}, conditions which have been argued to require reference to abstract entities such as traces of wh-movement.

These demonstrations are impressive and suggestive of the power of SRNs. Yet, they leave open a number of important questions concerning the adequacy of SRNs as models of language learning. First of all, the phenomena that have been studied to this point only begin to skim the surface of the rich range of structurally-rooted generalizations that are seen in the grammars of individual languages. Secondly, there has been relatively little study of the precise manner in which the trained network analyzes its linguistic input, and whether the acquired knowledge reflects the same sort of generalizations that human language learners have been shown to acquire.

This paper lays out our first explorations of both of these issues, by focusing on the ability of SRNs to extract generalizations concerning the interpretation of anaphoric elements, specifically pronouns and reflexives.\footnote{Joanisse and Seidenberg (2003) have also applied SRNs to the problem of anaphoric interpretation. Their focus, however, was quite different than ours: on modeling the effects of impaired working memory of phonology on performance in this domain. Perhaps because of this, they did not study in great detail the successes and failures of their intact network on the anaphora task.} As we will outline in the next section, such interpretation is sensitive to fine details of syntactic structure that are not local in the same way as those underlying subject-verb agreement. Further, the richness of this domain allows us to probe the nature of the generalizations that the networks acquire and compare them to those acquired by human language learners.

Our choice of anaphoric interpretation as the domain of investigation is also motivated
by the fact that the generalizations that need to be learned are both lexically and structurally abstract. By lexically abstract we mean that the conditions on the interpretation of a reflexive like herself are uniform across occurrences of the reflexive with any possible antecedent of the reflexive, and do not vary from one individual, say Mary, to another, say Sue. As observed by Marcus (1998), such lexical abstractness of anaphoric interpretation can be taken to implicate the use of a rule containing a variable, one which may be instantiated by any structurally accessible antecedent.²

By structurally abstract, we mean that the language learners acquire generalizations about the possible interpretations for a reflexive element that cut across a variety of sentence contexts. For instance, the possibility of interpreting a reflexive direct object of a verb as coreferent with the subject does not in English or any other language we are aware of depend on whether the subject does or does not have a relative clause attached to it, whether the verb is in a simple or compound tense, or whether the sentence is negative or positive. Structural abstraction points again to the use of a variable-based rule, where the variable in question must match all of the possible structural contexts in which anaphoric interpretation is possible. In our study of the performance of SRNs in the task of anaphoric interpretation, then, we will then address the following pair of questions:

1. How lexically abstract is the knowledge SRNs learn? Are grammatical dependencies learned as general relations between constituents (or word classes) or as relations between specific words?

2. How structurally abstract are the generalizations that SRNs learn about grammatical

²Note that lexical abstractness is not universally assumed for the acquisition of all grammatical processes. For instance, Tomasello (1992, 2000), among others, argues that subcategorization frames and argument structure alternations are learned on a verb by verb basis. See Fisher (2002) for a different view. Whatever the resolution of this debate, we take it to be uncontroversial that the acquisition of anaphora does not work in this way, and indeed it is conspicuous that to our knowledge such a lexically specific proposal has never been made in this domain.
dependencies? To what degree can SRNs abstract over different structures to form a unified generalization about a grammatical dependency?

Not only will the answers to these questions enable us to understand better how SRNs solve linguistic tasks, but they will also allow us to explore the ability of these networks to acquire systematic generalizations. Fodor and Pylyshyn (1988) first raised the question of whether neural networks could display truly systematic, combinatorial behavior, where the units of language or thought are freely combinable (e.g., the ability to process *The politician loves Mary* entails the ability to process *Mary loves the politician*). Hadley (1994; 2003) sharpens Fodor and Pylyshyn’s systematicity question to be one about the kind of generalizations an agent can extract from a limited set of data, defining a number of levels of systematicity that an agent may exhibit. Among these is the notion of **strong systematicity** which is defined as follows:\(^3\)

1. An agent displays *strong systematicity* if it can process test sentences that use a significant fraction of its vocabulary in novel syntactic positions.

This notion corresponds roughly to the idea of lexical abstraction: only if a network represents its knowledge in an lexically abstract fashion will it be able to generalize the use of a word from one context to another. Hadley is not very explicit about what he means by “syntactic position” in this definition. Notions like grammatical subject or object are not part of the training data itself, but are categories imposed by the theorist. Thus, different theorists may differ in terms of what constitutes a novel syntactic position. For instance, is the direct object of a sentence whose subject is a proper name a different syntactic position from the direct object of a sentence whose subject is a noun phrase of the form ‘Determiner-Adjective-Noun’? Our notion of structural abstraction is intended to get at precisely this question. We can

\(^3\)Hadley also defines a notion of *weak systematicity*, requiring only that the an agent be able to process sentences that are novel combinations of its vocabulary. One might argue that a network satisfying this condition demonstrates an extremely limited sort of lexical abstraction, but no more than the sort that might be exhibited by a bigram model, which can process novel sequences so long as the constituent bigrams have been observed during training.
imagine a variety of degrees of structural abstraction, depending on the class of sequence types that are treated in an analogous fashion by the network. In our experiments below, we will explicitly address this topic in the context of anaphoric reference.

2 Surveying the grammar of anaphora

Before we turn to a discussion of our network experiments, it will be useful to lay out the empirical landscape that we will explore. Cross-linguistically, it is a basic fact that reflexives like herself and himself show restrictions on the noun phrases from which they take their interpretation, their antecedents. For instance, the reflexive direct object herself in (2) may take as its antecedent Mary’s mother, but not Mary.

(2) Mary’s mother admired herself in the mirror.

Similarly, the reflexive himself in (3) may have as its antecedent only the noun phrase the man who knows John, and not John.

(3) I asked the man who knows John about himself.

Such restrictions have been characterized in terms of the structural relation called c-command, which can be defined for present purposes as follows:

(4) X c-commands Y iff the mother of X dominates Y and X does not dominate Y.

Using this relation, we can define a condition on English reflexive interpretation:

(5) A reflexive must have as its antecedent a c-commanding noun phase.

If we look at the standardly assumed structural descriptions for the sentences in (2) and (3), as shown in (6) and (7) respectively, we see that the possible antecedents for the reflexives all stand in a relation of c-command: in the first case, the mother of the NP Mary’s mother is the S, which dominates the reflexive, and in the second case, the mother of the NP the man who knows John is VP, which dominates the reflexive.
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In contrast, none of the impossible antecedents c-commands the reflexive, as the reader can readily confirm. The c-command condition alone is not sufficient to characterize the possible antecedents for a reflexive. For instance, in (8), *herself* can refer only to Alice in spite of the fact that the NP *Sue* c-commands it as well.

(8) Sue thinks that Alice mentioned herself.

There is an additional requirement, then, that reflexives be “close” to their antecedents, which we can formulate very roughly as follows:

(9) A reflexive must have as its antecedent a c-commanding noun phase in the same clause.

Pronouns like *him* and *her* show an interestingly different generalization. Consider, for instance, examples like those just discussed but with the reflexives replaced by the pronouns:
(10) Mary’s mother admired her in the mirror.
(11) I asked the man who knows John about him.

In these cases, the pronoun’s interpretation is restricted in a way that is just the opposite of that seen for reflexives. Namely, the pronoun her in (10) can refer to any female individual except Mary’s mother (even someone not mentioned in the sentence), and the pronoun him in (11) can refer to any male individual except the man who knows John. This pattern points to the following constraint on English pronoun interpretation.

(12) A pronoun may not take as its antecedent a c-commanding noun phrase.

In fact, this condition is a bit too strong. In the following sentence, pronoun her can in fact take the c-commanding name Sue as its antecedent.

(13) Sue said that John had visited her.

The contrast between this case and those just discussed suggests the existence of a locality restriction for the rule of pronoun interpretation, similar to the one we observed above for reflexive interpretation. Roughly speaking, pronouns in English may take as their antecedents c-commanding NPs, so long as the NP is outside of the pronoun’s clause. We can therefore revise our condition on pronoun interpretation as follows:

(14) A pronoun may not take as its antecedent a c-commanding noun phrase within its own clause.

Note that it is not our purpose here to characterize in a more precise way the notion of locality relevant for pronoun and reflexive interpretation, and the experiments we describe will not probe this aspect of anaphoric interpretation.⁴

⁴Indeed, languages show a certain degree of variation in what characterizes the local domain both for pronouns and reflexives, though interestingly there is almost always complementarity between the contexts in which pronouns and reflexives may occur with a particular antecedent. For some relevant discussion, see Koster and Reuland (1991). We put aside discussion of this issue for the remainder of this paper, apart from noting that in current work we are exploring the question of whether there are any properties of SRNs that would lead us to expect such complementarity.
In the next section, we turn to experiments that attempt to model the acquisition of these anaphoric dependencies. Before doing that, it will be useful to address one sort of objection that could be raised at this point. The constraints on anaphoric interpretation given in (9) and (14) are similar to those one finds in linguistics texts and are usually taken to represent part of the abstract system of linguistic knowledge a speaker possesses. Such a model of linguistic competence is to be distinguished from a model of linguistic performance, which would specify the mechanisms that underlie on-line processing. Connectionist modeling typically eschews drawing a distinction between competence and performance. Stated less contentiously, it aims to directly model human processing. Accordingly, one might argue that these abstract constraints on pronoun and reflexive interpretation are simply irrelevant. Instead, on this view one should be studying and directly characterizing patterns of human sentence processing.

Whether or not one rejects the notion of linguistic competence and the importance of modeling it, with respect to the anaphoric phenomena under discussion the empirical patterns of coreference possibilities that are found in studies of sentence processing are precisely aligned with those that are predicted by the abstract conditions on coreference given above. Experimental results from Nicol and Swinney (1989), Gordon and Hendrick (1997), Asudeh and Keller (2001), Badecker and Straub (2002) and Sturt (2003) uniformly confirm people’s sensitivity to a c-command-based locality condition in pronoun and reflexive interpretation, along the lines of those in (9) and (14).\(^5\) Of course, abstract structural constraints like (9)

\(^5\)It is nonetheless important to point out that some of the experimental results just cited as well as those from Runner et al. (2003) do find limited divergences between the results of on-line processing and those predicted by abstract grammatical principles like (9) and (14). Note however that the context in which a divergence between competence and performance has been argued to exist, the so-called picture-NP construction, is notorious even within the theoretical syntax literature. For instance, in this domain pronouns and reflexives no longer exhibit their usual complementarity of interpretive possibilities.

(i)  Joe saw pictures of himself/him in the newspaper.

This property and others have led to a number of innovations in the characterization of the grammatical conditions on coreference (Chomsky 1986; Pollard and Sag 1992; Reinhart and Reuland 1993), which remain
and (14) do not inform us about the time course in which interpretation will take place, nor do they tell us the way in which properties of the discourse will affect the interpretation process. However, given that they conform to the output of on-line sentence processing, it strikes us as a reasonable first step to try to model the patterns of interpretation they generate.

3 Experiment 1: Establishing anaphoric reference via word prediction

Our first experiment explores the ability of SRNs to learn to assign an interpretation for reflexives and pronouns, in accordance with the constraints discussed in the previous section. This task differs in a crucial respect from those to which SRNs have been applied previously. In Elman (1993) for instance, training and testing consisted entirely of word prediction: the network was trained to maximize its likelihood of predicting the next word, and the network’s knowledge of grammatical structure was assessed in terms of its success at prediction in certain contexts. For instance, by looking at the class of verbs predicted by the trained network immediately after the input *The man who they like* and other similar contexts, we have some indication as to whether it demonstrates sensitivity to a structurally-conditioned constraint on subject-verb agreement. Knowledge of anaphoric interpretation, in contrast, the topic of considerable debate. Thus, it would be overstating the empirical situation rather substantially to say that these experimental results falsify a grammatical account of anaphoric interpretation. Because we focus our attention in this paper on core cases of anaphoric dependencies within a single clause, any minimal differences among the different grammatical proposals or possible divergences between competence and on-line processing that reside outside this limited domain is simply not relevant to our explorations. An anonymous reviewer suggests that the very existence of these non-core cases might be taken as evidence against a rule-based approach to anaphoric dependencies, instead motivating an emergentist approach in which quasi-regular generalizations (Plaut et al. 1996) on anaphoric dependencies are induced from the available data. Even if correct, such an account must still explain the sharp generalizations in the core cases. We take our present experiments to be an attempt to determine the feasibility of precisely such an approach. Moreover, the mere existence of exceptions does not necessarily argue against grammatical accounts of our knowledge: a number of recent proposals deal with exceptionality through the use of violable constraints, whose satisfaction depends on their interaction with other constraints on form and interpretation (Fischer 2004; Wilson 2001).
cannot be completely assessed via word prediction. In this task, the grammatical knowledge that the network acquires during training must be put to use not only in predicting the next word (for example to predict that *herself* but not *himself* is a possible next word after the sequence *Mary who John likes saw*), but also in activating a semantic representation of the individual to which the reflexives and pronouns may refer. Therefore, it is not sufficient to train and test the network on the word prediction task alone.

Nonetheless, one of the claims of SRN-based language work is that there is something fundamental and cognitively natural about the prediction task in language learning. As Elman (1991) argues, this task avoids the necessity of an external teacher, as the target output of the network is provided by the environment at the next moment in time. Elman also notes that the presence of these target outputs provides a (partial) solution to the problem of overgeneralization, since a learner’s faulty predictions may lead to conflict with subsequent input. Finally, Elman points to data from human performance that demonstrates that human listeners are indeed adept at making predictions for subsequent words in a sentence, and that they show distinctive brain responses (N400) in the face of violations of their expectations.

Because the prediction task has played a fundamental role in SRN models of grammar, and because past successes in word prediction appear to point to the conclusion that SRNs can induce hierarchically structured grammatical representations, we decided to explore the following question in conjunction with the two listed earlier:

3. To what degree do the representations induced by an SRN trained to perform word prediction support the computations underlying anaphoric interpretation?

To address this issue, we separated the training of the network into two phases. In the first phase, we trained on the word prediction task an SRN structured like the one used by Elman (1993), with the following components:

- an input layer of 28 units was used to encode the identity of the current word (or a sentence-boundary token) in a localist fashion.
an output layer of 28 units represented the predicted next word.

- a pair of hidden layers of 10 units each were placed immediately after the input layer and before the output layer. These layers allowed the network to re-encode the localist input and output representations in a distributed fashion. For expository purposes, we will refer to these as (re-)coding units.

- a recurrent hidden unit layer of 70 units was placed between the pair of layers of recoding units. At each time step in processing, the activation levels of these units were copied to a set of 70 additional “context” units. At the next time step, the activation levels of the context units were provided as input to the original 70 hidden units through connections.

The resulting architecture is depicted in Figure 1. This network contained sigmoidal hidden units and normalized exponential output units, the latter allowing us interpret the activation values at the outputs as the network’s predicted probability distribution for the next word.
We assume, following previous work, that this first phase of training on the word prediction task will suffice to allow the network to establish representations of the sentences in the training corpus that encode the hierarchical relationships necessary to resolve, for instance, subject-verb agreement. If this representation also has the properties that linguists have found necessary for characterizing grammatical phenomena such as constraints on anaphoric interpretation, then it ought to suffice as input to a network that assigns interpretation. Following this reasoning, the weights of phase one network were frozen prior to the initiation of the second training phase. Then, the activation values from the 70 hidden units of the original phase one network were used as inputs to a new, interpretive network. We used an SRN for this interpretive network in order to give this architecture the best possible chance of success. The SRN provided a sort of “memory” for past states of the word-prediction network. Without such an ability, the network might not be able to resolve sentence-final pronouns, which may be assigned trivial representations in the prediction network since sentence-final words are of no predictive value. The architecture of this interpretive network was as in the prediction network, with the difference that there was no new input layer, and the localist output layer contained a unit for each distinct referent (see Figure 2). This interpretive network was then trained to assign reference to each word in the sentence, using as input the hidden units of the phase one network. We assumed a localist representation of interpretation. Specifically, each word in our language other than reflexives and pronouns was associated with a unique output unit that was designated as the uniquely active interpretive output unit when the corresponding word was presented as input. The interpretation associated with reflexives and pronouns in contrast depends on the context in which these words occurred. In a sentence like *John admires himself*, the reflexive would be associated with the interpretative output associated with the name *John*, since that is the only grammatically licensed possibility, while in the sentence *Nate admires himself*, the same word *himself* would associated with the interpretative output assigned to *Nate*. In the artificial language we presented to the network, this choice was always unambiguous: the structures of the language in combination with the
Figure 2: Phase 2 network (word prediction + interpretive networks).
hierarchically-based constraint in (9) always determined a unique possible antecedent for the reflexive. For pronouns, this was not the case. The constraint in (14) tells us what may not function as the antecedent of the pronoun, but does not say what must. Thus in general the choice of referent for a pronoun cannot be made deterministically. For a sentence like *John admires her* then, the pronoun might have as its referent any of the female individuals in our domain; likewise for *John admires him*, the pronoun may refer to any male individual in the domain except John. For each occurrence of a pronoun in our training data, a particular gender appropriate referent was randomly selected among those that were compatible with the restriction in (14), and the network was trained with this referent as the interpretive target in this case.\(^6\) It is worth keeping in mind this non-determinism of the pronominal reference task, as we might expect it to lead to the network having more difficulty with pronoun than reflexive interpretation.

### 3.1 Corpus design and training regimen

For training and testing, we focused our attention on an artificial language modeled on a subset of English. As in Elman’s original work, this language consisted of simple (transitive) sentences showing subject-verb agreement and including optional modification of noun phrases by relative clauses. In this language, noun phrases were typically of one of three types: a proper name (optionally modified by a relative clause), a pronoun or a reflexive. Because all of our

\(^6\)An anonymous reviewer observes that it might be more reasonable to provide probability distributions as target outputs. We do not do this, however. We tentatively assume that these targets stem from the learner’s hypothesis about the interpretation of a pronoun. Such hypotheses are derived from multiple clues, including aspects of the discourse context as well as her understanding of the speaker’s intentions. Even if the learner’s hypothesis is unlikely to be correct in every occasion, there is little reason to expect that this hypothesis will match the set of structurally accessible antecedents. Nonetheless, even in the face of unique target outputs, the optimal output (in the sense of minimizing error) will correspond to a probability distribution over possible outputs. In future work, we plan to explore the effect of introducing noise into the targets for pronominal reference.
noun phrases were singular, we used gender as the feature triggering verb agreement. Note also that we permitted pronouns and reflexives to occur only in object position, and that the gender of the reflexive was required to match the gender of the antecedent. The language, then, included sentences of the following forms:

(15) a. Subject verb agreement:
    John sees-M Mary; Mary likes-F Bill

b. Subject and object relative clauses:
    John who sees-M Sue admires-M Bill; Alice likes-F Nate who Mary admires-F

c. Reflexive and pronominal objects:
    John sees-M himself; Alice who Harold likes-M admires-F her

Our artificial language also included one additional type of noun phrase: For each of the six names in our fragment, we introduced a new noun that could occur only as the object of a sentence when its corresponding name was the subject of that sentence. Thus, the noun _junipers_ occurs only as the object of sentences with subject _John_ (possibly modified by a relative clause), the noun _mangos_ occurs only as the object of sentences with subject _Mary_, and so on. These sentences can be thought of as the linguistic expression of distinctive semantic properties for each of the names in our domain. Consequently, the resulting corpus used for training can be thought of as more naturalistic in the sense that it incorporated admittedly coarse-grained semantic restrictions on word co-occurrence (cf. (Rohde and Plaut 1999)). This addition to our language also has the effect of requiring the network to represent different names distinctly in order to carry out word prediction, as the identity of the name in subject position will determine possible unique object noun phrases. Without these unique objects, the word prediction network would have no incentive to represent the names of a given gender distinctly from one another, as the identity of the name (within a gender) has no predictive value for determining the next word. And without such distinctive representations, it would be impossible for the interpretive network to recover the grammatically accessible referent(s) for the pronouns and reflexive. Indeed, the requirement that the identity of words be kept
distinct is what distinguishes Hadley’s (1994; 2003) notion of Strong Semantic Systematicity from the notion of Strong Systematicity defined in (1), and is the key component of Marcus’s (1998; 2001) conception of universally quantified one-to-one mappings. Networks trained to perform prediction will tend to reduce error by collapsing their representations of words with similar distributions, thereby leading to generalization. However, it is less clear what will happen when the words must be kept distinct in order to satisfy other task demands.

The fragment described in the previous paragraph can be characterized using the context-free grammar shown in figure 3. Using the Simple Language Generator tool (Rohde 1999b), constraints were added to this context-free backbone to enforce subject-verb agreement, subject-reflexive agreement, and subject-distinctive object agreement. Furthermore, probabilities were associated with each rule to produce a stochastic grammar. Specifically, the probability of a complex NP (i.e., one containing a relative clause) was approximately 25%, equally split among the two types of relatives. Among direct objects, the probability of a reflexive was 12.5%, as was the probability of a direct object pronoun. We then stochastically generated a training corpus of 32,000 sentences and a test set of 5,000 sentences from this language. These sentences had a minimum length of 3 words and were truncated to a maximum length of 15 words (average length was 6.2 words). Of these, approximately half (49%) were complex in the sense of including at least one relative clause.

Figure 3: Grammar for the training corpus.
Readers familiar with the results of Elman (1993) may be concerned about this high percentage of complex sentences. Elman reported that his SRN was able to acquire the structural regularities of subject-verb agreement only when the initial training data contained no complex sentences, with complex sentences being introduced only at later stages in training. Indeed, in Elman’s simulations, the training data reached 50% complex sentences only during the second half of training, after the network had already established representations capable of carrying out word prediction for simple sentences. However, Rohde and Plaut (1999) have demonstrated that this kind of staged training regimen, which “starts small”, yields better learning starting with a more complex training corpus only when the network’s initial weights are constrained to be very small, as in Elman’s simulations where the initial weights were in the range [-0.001, +0.001]. In the simulations on which we report, we follow Rohde and Plaut in taking the initial weight range to be [-1, +1], thereby eliminating the need to stage the training.\(^7\)

Both phase one and phase two networks were trained using backpropagation through time (BPTT) with a learning rate of .001 and no momentum. Training was done in batches of 51 sentences (i.e., weight updates were done on the basis of the error gradient computed through this set of sentences). This set of sentences was large enough to provide reasonable coverage of the grammatical domain and permitted a fairly accurate assessment of the true error gradient. Smaller batches yielded less successful learning and larger ones did not improve accuracy. The SRN model, as originally studied by Elman, made use of a different learning algorithm from the one we are using, namely standard backpropagation. We are however

\(^7\)For a number of the simulations reported here, we have also performed identical simulations using Elman’s starting small regimen, in which the network’s hidden units’ activations were reset during training after an increasingly long delay. In Elman’s paper, this had an effect on learning identical to that of changing the relative proportion of simple and complex sentences over training, namely it permitted the network to learn the long-distance subject-verb dependencies. In none of our simulations did we find that this starting small regimen improved the network’s performance, either in terms of error minimization or in terms of generalization to held out sentence types.
interested in understanding the range of generalizations that the SRN architecture can detect. In recurrent networks, simple backpropagation only computes an approximation to the error gradient, unlike BPTT which computes the gradient exactly. Consequently, during simple backpropagation learning it is possible that weight updates will increase error on the examples on which it was just trained rather than decrease it. While it is possible that such failure to follow the error gradient will give rise to a kind of inductive bias that will favor the learning of linguistic generalizations, experiments we have run with simple backpropagation learning have yielded results that are significantly worse than the results obtained with BPTT. In the studies we report here, we therefore employ BPTT, and follow Rodriguez (2001) in continuing to call this an SRN architecture. Batches of 10 sentences were chosen for training by sampling uniformly from the fixed training set, with “online” updates made to the weights using a cross-entropy cost function. Training was stopped when error on the test sample stopped decreasing, which occurred after 160,000 updates.

3.2 Results

We trained six networks as described above, each with different random initial weights. We quantitatively evaluated the performance of these networks in a number of ways.

**Word prediction accuracy** Because any initial portion of a sentence may be completed by a variety of words, it is unfairly strict to rate the network’s prediction as incorrect when it does not uniquely pick out the actual word in the sentence from the test set on which it is being evaluated. Instead, we exploited the fact that we used a stochastic grammar to generate our training and test data, and compared the true probability distribution for next words as determined by the probabilities on the grammar rules to the distribution we could read off of the levels of activation of the output units. (Recall that the output units are normalized.) Following Rohde and Plaut (1999), we assessed the difference between these two distributions in terms of Kullback-Leibler divergence, a measure of the relative entropy of two distributions. Kullback-Leibler divergence is defined as
follows (where $t$ is the target probability distribution as determined by the grammar and $o$ is the network’s predicted distribution):

$$D(t||o) = \sum_i t_i \log \frac{t_i}{o_i}$$

The mean divergence error per word prediction on an out-of-sample test set of 20,000 sentences was .029. This is very slightly worse than the results reported by Rohde and Plaut (1999). However, it should be noted that the addition of the distinctive objects makes the task of word prediction considerably more difficult. Note furthermore that because this test set is disjoint from the stochastically generated training set, it contains only complex sentences involving at least a single relative clause, as the simple sentences were all contained in the training set.

**Agreement accuracy** To ensure that our phase one network was succeeding in the subject-verb agreement domain that has been the focus of much previous work, we tested the accuracy of the network’s predictions for verbal agreement. An error was scored if a single output unit representing a non-agreeing verb was more active than any of the units representing an agreeing verb. Put another way, the network is correct in predicting a feminine verb only if all feminine verb units are more active than all masculine units, and vice versa if the target was a masculine verb. Even under this rather strict measure, the network’s performance on the agreement task was outstanding. For six networks with different random initial weights, the average error rate on agreement was 0.2% over the same set of out-of-sample (complex) test sentences.

**Distinctive Object Predictions** We evaluated in further detail one aspect of the network’s performance on prediction, specifically that concerning the prediction of the distinctive objects whose distribution is determined by the subject. We did this by considering the predictions of the network at each main verb on the out-of-sample test set used to assess word prediction accuracy. The network was considered to have performed correctly if
the network’s activation of the appropriate distinctive object was higher than all others by a margin of at least .05. Over six networks with different random initial weights, the average accuracy on distinctive object prediction was 97.2%.

**Anaphora accuracy** We measured the accuracy with which the interpretive network assigned the correct referent for reflexives. An error was scored if the correct referent did not receive the highest activation. Under this measure, our six trained networks achieved an average accuracy of 89.7±.6% over a set of novel (complex) sentences. Quantitative assessment of the accuracy on pronominal reference is somewhat more difficult because there is no deterministic solution to the problem, i.e., multiple interpretations for the pronoun may be grammatically licensed. In order to count as an accurate interpretation, we required that all of the grammatically possible interpretations be active to at least a level of .1, and that the lowest among these be more active than the highest impossible antecedent by a margin of .05. With this criterion, our six trained networks achieved average accuracy of 71.9±1.5% for the interpretation of pronominal objects for a set of sentences whose subjects were modified by a single relative clause. For sentences with subjects including two levels of embedding accuracy on pronominal objects was 62.2±2.6%. These results suggest on first blush that the network has been successful at solving the reference task, and that the hidden unit representation derived through word prediction is indeed structurally rich enough to support interpretive processes.

---

8It should be noted that this measure of accuracy on reflexive interpretation is rather lenient: since network activations have a natural interpretation as probabilities, a referent having the highest activation is only the one that the network takes to be most likely. Given that the interpretation of reflexives is always unique given a particular structure in our training set, it might be appropriate to require a nearly unimodal probability distribution to count as success. One way to test this is to require that the activation of the target referent must be above some threshold. If we set this threshold to be .8, average network accuracy decreases slightly to 77%. 
3.3 Linearity Effects

As impressive as the quantitative results just discussed are, it is also important to note that
the network’s behavior in the anaphoric interpretation task diverged in certain systematic
ways from what we would expect from English speakers. Consider, for instance, the network’s
performance on the sentences in (16).

(16) a. Alice who Mary loves admires herself
    \[
    \text{herself: } p(Alice) = .99
    \]

b. Alice who loves Mary admires herself
    \[
    \text{herself: } p(Alice) = .80, p(Mary) = .16, p(Sue) = .03
    \]

In both of these examples, the judgments and on-line processing data of English speakers points
to the unavailability of Mary and Sue as antecedents for the reflexive herself, in accordance with
the grammatical constraint in (9) since both fail to locally c-commands herself. As indicated
by the probabilities listed below example (16a), the network correctly interprets this case,
assigning high probability to Alice as the unique possible antecedents of herself. But for (16b),
which has the same structural relation between Alice and herself, the network assigns significant
probability mass to Mary, incorrectly, since it is not the subject of the sentence of which herself
is the object.

From the perspective of the linguistic analyses of anaphora reviewed in section 2, this
contrast is puzzling in that the examples do not differ one from the other in any structurally
relevant way. Indeed, the difference in the network’s performance on these sentences appears
to be tied to a linear rather than structural factor: the presence in (16b) of a linear sequence
that forms a possible simple sentence, Mary admires herself. In this sequence, if it were taken to
be an independent sentence, Mary would be a possible antecedent for herself, and we suggest
that the network is basing its response on the union of the antecedents that would be possible
structurally and linearly. In example (16a), there is no such linear sequence, and as a result the
network correctly bases its decision on structural factors. Example (17) shows that that the
linearity effect can also dissolve when the “linear subject” is not a possible subject in virtue of its case morphology.

(17) Alice who loves her admires herself

\[ p(Alice) = 0.99 \]

Because the sequence *her admires himself* is not a possible sentence, the network relies upon its structurally based strategy to (correctly) interpret the reflexive.\(^9\)

We do not take the presence of these linearity effects to show that the phase one network’s hidden units provide an insufficiently rich representation of the syntactic structure to support the task of structurally determined anaphoric reference. On the contrary, the response patterns we observe can be interpreted as demonstrating a sensitivity to syntactic structure: In (16b), for instance, we assume that *Alice* is taken to be a possible antecedent of the reflexive (in contrast to *Sue*) precisely because it is the subject of the main clause, and therefore c-commands the reflexive. Indeed, the presence of this pattern, in which the subject remains active, together with the consistent difference between subject and object relatives in our statistical tests, undermines an alternative potential explanation for the difficulty of such cases for the network, that is based on the difficulty of maintaining activation across intervening material. Nonetheless, the presence of these linearity effects does point to a different sort of deficiency: the networks are sensitive to too rich a set of possible contingencies. In establishing anaphoric dependencies, the network was apparently unable to ignore a probabilistically, but not categorically, reliable generalization about the importance of the identity of a name in name-verb-reflexive sequences that do not form sentences hierarchically.

One might imagine that the network’s behavior is the result of properties of the training data to which it is exposed. As a statistical learner, the backprop-trained SRN is rewarded for

---

\(^9\)One might be concerned that the effects we are illustrating are not systematic. They are pervasive, even if not present on all sentences of the relevant sort. In section 5.2 below, we demonstrate that even for networks where the quantitative differences are not as substantial as the ones illustrated here, the linearity effect is still present in a statistically significant fashion.
exploiting any regularities in the training data that it can. If a reflexive occurring in a N-V-reflexive sequence is reliably interpreted as coreferent with the N, attention to this property could help the network to reduce error in anaphor interpretation. In order to test whether our training data were misleading in this respect, we compared the reliability of linearity as a cue to anaphor interpretation in naturally occurring text and speech data with our training data. The reliability of the linearity cue was assessed by computing the probability of coreference between a simple noun phrase and a reflexive, given that the noun phrase immediately precedes a verb phrase in which the reflexive is an argument. That is,

\[ p(\text{NP}_i \mid \text{V refl}_i) = \frac{C(\text{NP}_i \mid \text{V refl}_i)}{C(\text{NP} \mid \text{V refl})} \]

We calculated this probability for third person reflexives in our training data as well as in three (parsed) corpora: the Penn Treebank (Marcus et al. 1993) versions of the Brown Corpus (Francis 1964), the Switchboard Corpus (Godfrey et al. 1992), and the Wall Street Journal corpus. Using the tgrep2 tool, we extracted all sentences with a third person reflexive (either \textit{himself}, \textit{herself}, or \textit{themselves}) following a verb, and from this set of sentences we hand selected only those in which some nominal element was separated from this verb by only auxiliary verbs or adverbial heads. The counts are presented in Table 1, along with confidence intervals for the estimates. With the exception of the Wall Street Journal, none of these corpora have a conditional probability \( p(\text{NP}_i \mid \text{V refl}_i) \) that is significantly different from that of our training data. The lower conditional probability present in the Wall Street Journal corpus would be useful to dissuade a statistical learner from adopting a linearity hypothesis. However,

\[\text{(10)}\] This puts aside a good many occurrences of reflexive pronouns, all inconsistent with a linearity-based generalization. However, these other sentences do not bear on the question of whether linearity is a possible source of information in the context in which it is confounded with a structural relation. Furthermore, as we shall see below, SRNs appear to learn distinct generalizations about anaphoric dependencies in distinct structural contexts. Consequently, it seems appropriate to examine the support for such a generalization in a particular context.
the lower conditional probability arises because of the greater complexity of subject NPs in the Wall Street Journal corpus as compared to what is found in spontaneous speech. Indeed, in Switchboard, the only spoken corpus among the three, we found only a single example of a sentence whose interpretation was not consistent with a linearity-based generalization ("and most kids these days have gotten themselves into, uh, financial situations, where they have to be working all the time"). Searches among occurrences of third person reflexives in child-directed speech in the U.S. English portion of the Childes database (MacWhinney and Snow 1985) yields similarly high rates of apparent adherence to a linearity-based generalization.

As far as we are aware, there is no evidence for the use of linear-based generalizations in the human processing of anaphora. We hypothesize that this distinction between human and network performance is due to the lack of appropriate inductive bias in the network to ignore spurious linear generalizations in extracting grammatical generalizations.

Whether there are effects of linearity in other aspects of human sentence comprehension comparable to what we observed in our network model remains a matter of debate. For example, in the case of subject-verb agreement, it has been suggested that interference from a local noun like cabinet in (18) is evidence for the influence of linearity over hierarchy (Hemforth and Konieczny 2003).

(18) The key to the cabinets were missing.

However, it is unclear that the relevant property of the false “attractor” of agreement is actually linear adjacency to the agreeing form: Comprehension studies find substantially less interference from adjacent local nouns in clausal modifiers like (19) than in phrasal modifiers like (18) (Pearlmutter et al. 1999; Nicol et al. 1997).
(19) The key that opened the cabinets were missing.

This suggests that the hierarchical role/position of the local attractor in the subject noun phrase, and not its linear proximity to the verb, accounts for its power to interfere. Instances in which linearity does appear to affect agreement (in language production), such as those observed in the context of disjunctive coordination (Haskell and MacDonald 2005), are arguably cases where no hierarchical property distinguishes the candidate agreement sources. However, “local coherence” effects on other components of the comprehension process (Tabor et al. 2004; see also Duffy et al. 1989, and Konieczny 2005), as well as less extreme departures from hierarchy (e.g., “Good Enough Parsing” effects observed in Christianson et al. 2001 and Ferreira et al. 2001) do suggest that some local parsing alternatives are activated, even if only briefly, despite their global incompatibility with the preceding syntactic context. If, in fact, mere linear adjacency does play some part in the explanation of these comprehension phenomena, it remains an open question as to whether the influence of linearity-based (as opposed to hierarchical) relations reflects general properties of the learning and/or processing system, as well as why such linearity effects have not been observed in the comprehension of anaphora.

3.4 How does the network solve the task?

Our evaluation of the network’s behavior still leaves open the question of the nature of the network’s generalization concerning anaphora. Has the network discovered abstract constraints like those in (9) and (14), along with the hierarchical relation of c-command? That is, has the network acquired a simple rule-like generalization about the interpretation of reflexives and pronouns, or has it acquired its knowledge in a piecemeal fashion?

To begin to approach these questions, we conducted an analysis of the patterns of activation of the 70 hidden units in the interpretive network. We reasoned that if the network has derived a uniform generalization concerning the interpretation of reflexives, the activation levels of the hidden units in its interpretive network should be identical for grammatically equivalent
sentence contexts. By grammatically equivalent contexts we mean positions after which the possible continuations are identical, both from the point of view of word prediction as well as anaphoric interpretation. For example, starting at the point of the ‘*’ in each of the sentences in (20), the grammar we used to generate our training data will produce identical distribution of words and anaphoric interpretations. In particular, an immediately following reflexive must be interpreted as John for each, whereas an immediately following pronoun must not be interpreted as John.

(20)  a. Simple Matrix: John admires * himself.
  b. Object Relative: John who Bill sees admires * himself.
  c. Subject Relative: John who sees Bill admires * himself.

Consequently, if the network is treating these contexts identically, as it should given that the differences regarding elements that intervene linearly between the antecedent and the reflexive are syntactically irrelevant to the anaphoric relation, we might expect that the activation at these points should be identical for these three sentences. To test this hypothesis, we constructed a set of sentences containing examples of all of the three syntactic types illustrated above: simple matrix, subject relative, and object relative. For each of these sentence types, we considered all three possible names (within a single gender) as the subject and three possible choices for the main verb. For the sentences containing relative clauses, we systematically varied the names within the relative among those of a single gender, but kept the verb within the relative constant. This yielded a corpus of 63 sentences: 9 simple (3 subject names x 3 main verbs), 27 subject relative (3 subject names x 3 main verbs x 3 embedded object names) and 27 object relative (3 subject names x 3 main verbs x 3 embedded subject names).

In one of our trained networks, we compared, across each of these sentences, the context unit activation patterns that occurred immediately after processing of the main verb. Initial inspection of the context units showed that, contrary to what one might expect, there were large differences in the activation patterns across sentences which differ only in the presence of, or contents of, a relative clause. For example, for the subset of sentences of the form
“Nate (optional relative clause) visits-M himself”, we found that 31% of the context units had a standard deviation of activation of at least 0.2, 21% at least 0.3, and 3% at least 0.4. (Note that the maximum possible standard deviation for units in the [0,1] range is 0.5.) These differences in activation patterns held not only between sentences that the network processed correctly vs. those on which the network made errors, but between the different correct sentences as well. (21%, 6%, and 1%, respectively).

The large differences in activation patterns raised the question of whether there was any underlying structure among the patterns, reflecting a uniform representation of conditions on anaphora. To begin to approach this question, we applied Hierarchical Cluster Analysis (HCA) to these vectors, using Euclidean distance with complete linkage as the cluster similarity measure. HCA can be used to provide information about the similarity structure of the representational space that the network has developed during learning, and has been used to study the representations developed in the context layers of SRNs (Elman 1990, 1995, 1998).

Given a set of points to analyze, HCA builds a tree of clusters of points, recursively merging points into the nearest clusters. The results are shown in Figure 4. Other networks show a similar cluster structure. Since only the subject of the sentence is relevant for prediction and
anaphoric reference after the main verb, we might expect the patterns to cluster by subject alone. However, the analysis revealed that instead of subject, the most important factor determining the distance between patterns was sentence type. First the simple sentences separate from the rest and the remaining sentences break into two clusters corresponding to subject and object relatives. Relatives are in their own cluster. Within the object relative cluster, the next major division is by subject. Within the subject relative cluster there is no simple second-level division. The fact that the different sentence types are assigned very different activation patterns suggests that the network may be treating the sentence types differently in some way. Of course, the different sentence types must be treated differently while the words comprising the relative clause are being processed. However, after the clause has ended, there is no need to handle the three sentence types separately (and, some would argue, much reason not to).

One drawback of HCA is that it will sometimes place points which are actually close together into widely separated clusters. This occurs when the center of a growing cluster “migrates” away from a data point, leaving it available to be merged into another cluster. This can present a distorted picture of the spatial layout of the points in activation space. Two methods that better preserve distance information are Multidimensional Scaling (MDS) and Principal Components Analysis (PCA). MDS transforms a set of data points into a space of small dimensionality (e.g., 2), in such a way as to preserve the relative distances between the points as much as possible. PCA can be used to find a small set of orthogonal axes which explain a large amount of the variance of the set of data points. One may then examine the layout of points in the space by plotting the points along pairs of these axes. These methods have also been applied to the analysis of connectionist networks (Botvinick and Plaut 2004; Elman 1991, 1993, 1995; Rohde 2002).

We applied Multidimensional Scaling to the set of points representing the 63 sentence contexts described above, mapping them into a 2-dimensional space. (PCA yielded similar results.) The MDS plot, shown in Figure 5 revealed a feature of the representational space
that was not evident in the HCA result: The 63 sentences cluster rather into 21 groups, each group corresponding to a conjunction of features; 3 are conjunctions of subject and sentence type (for simple sentences), and 18 are three-way conjunctions of subject, sentence type and name in the relative clause (for subject and object relative). This perhaps begins to shed some light on the mechanisms behind the errors the network makes on subject relative sentences: it has not learned to collapse the representation of these sentences across variation in the irrelevant name in the relative clause.

Analyses of hidden unit activation patterns, such as those just described, can reveal representational distinctions between different domain items. However, those methods do not tell us whether a given representational distinction is actually being used by the network. Some

Figure 5: Multidimensional scaling results of network activation of different sentence types immediately prior to reflexive.
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distinctions may simply be the result of initial random weight differences, or of differences in input patterns. What constitutes a meaningful distinction in hidden unit space? Sensitivity (or “lesion”) analysis addresses this question by examining the effects of removing units or connections from the network. (Plaut et al. 1995, 1996; Botvinick and Plaut 2004; Allen and Seidenberg 1999).

Recall that our qualitative assessment of the network’s performance on sentences including subject relative clauses showed that the network was sensitive to the internal contents of this relative clause along with their arrangement. However, for sentences including object relatives, the network rarely made errors. Does this mean that, when processing this latter class of sentences, the network has (correctly) learned to ignore the contents of the prior relative clause? Or does the network somehow continue to rely on a representation of the relative clause?

To address this question, we compared matched pairs of simple matrix and object relative sentences, which differed only in the presence of a relative clause, e.g., _Nate visits him_ vs. _Nate who Harold sees visits him_. We allowed the network to process each sentence normally, through the main verb. Then, to probe the representation at that point, a single unit in the context layer of the interpretive network was removed, and the network was allowed to process the final word, _him_. We measured the amount by which the error in resolving the pronoun increased as a result of removing the unit. This is a measure of the “importance” of that unit in the post-verb computation for that sentence.

The results were that, for every sentence pair we examined, we were able to find at least one hidden unit whose removal increased the error on the object relative sentence, but not on the paired simple matrix sentence. For any such sentence pair, this implies: (i) there is a difference in the representation of the two (equivalent) sentence contexts, because damaging the same component of the representation has different effects on performance on the two sentences; (ii) this difference in representations must be due entirely to the presence of the object relative clause (since that is the only difference between the sentences), and this constitutes a de facto
“lingering” representation of the clause; and (iii) This representational difference is relied upon by the network to perform pronoun reference in the object relative sentence.

Here we have an example of a network in which lingering representations of grammatically-irrelevant clauses are relied upon in resolving subsequent pronouns. This suggests that even in the case of sentences with object relative clauses, where the network is not making errors, the network has not learned the abstract structural dependency between pronouns and their referents that was present in the target grammar.

4 Experiment 2: Structural generalization

The fact that the different sentence types are assigned very different activation patterns at a point in the sentence where sentence type is irrelevant is suggestive of the fact that the network’s internal structure does not faithfully mirror the generalizations underlying the target grammar. Yet it does not decisively demonstrate that in spite of these representational differences there is not some as yet undetected abstract generalization about anaphoric interpretation that the network is representing in its hidden units.

In order to address this question more directly, we tested the ability of our network architecture to generalize the assignment of reflexive interpretation across the following pair of sentence types.

(21)

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{John} \\
\text{who} \\
\text{Harold} \\
\text{sees} \\
\end{array}
\quad \begin{array}{c}
\text{admires} \\
\text{himself} \\
\text{John} \\
\end{array}
\quad \begin{array}{c}
\text{who} \\
\text{sees} \\
\text{Harold} \\
\end{array}
\quad \begin{array}{c}
\text{admires} \\
\text{himself} \\
\end{array}
\]

Independent of issues of anaphoric reference, the network has other reasons for treating these structures identically at the point following the relative clause: subject-verb agreement and predicting the appropriate distinctive object that goes with the subject. And indeed from the
perspective of anaphora, the distinction between these types of relative clauses ought to be irrelevant.

We began this experiment with the intact word prediction network that was trained in Experiment 1 with sentences of all types. We assume that this network has knowledge of all the sentence types in the original training corpus, that is, simple sentences as well as sentences with each of the two types of relative clauses. We then twice retrained the phase two interpretive network using corpora that were derived from the one used in Experiment 1. The training corpus for No-SubjRel-Net included all of the original sentences, but systematically withheld the interpretation of reflexives where the antecedent-reflexive relation spanned a subject relative clause. Similarly, No-ObjRel–Net was trained with the same corpus, but withheld the interpretations of reflexives when the antecedent-reflexive relation spanned an object relative. It is important to emphasize that we did not eliminate subject relative or object relative sentences during phase two training of either of these networks, but simply gave no feedback about the appropriate output for that occurrence of reflexives in that context.

As in Experiment 1, training was carried out using BPTT and no momentum. Batches of 10 sentences were chosen for training by sampling uniformly from the fixed training set, with “online” updates made to the weights using a cross-entropy cost function. Training was stopped when error on the test sample stopped decreasing. We trained 6 networks using this regimen, each with different random initial rates in the range $[-1, +1]$.

If in its training, the network learns a generalization about reflexive interpretation that cuts across different sentence types, we should expect to see good performance of the network in reflexives in the withheld sentence type. Indeed, this is what Lewis and Elman (2001) found in their study of subject-auxiliary inversion, where the network apparently generalized its knowledge of inversion to withheld constructions. In contrast, if the network learns distinct context-specific generalizations that separately apply to reflexive interpretation in the different sentence contexts, we should expect to see poor performance in the withheld sentence type.
4.1 Results

Over the six simulations, the No-SubjRel-Net achieved mean accuracy of 89.7±1.5% in reflexive interpretation on a stochastically generated test set of 20,000 sentences that did not include subject relatives. In contrast, mean accuracy on a test set of sentences all of which included subject relatives was 60.5±5.1%. The No-ObjRel-Net exhibited a similar disparity in performance: 90.3% accuracy on simple and subject relative sentences, and 57.0% on object relative sentences.

4.2 Discussion

The results of this experiment suggest that the network does not acquire a representation of the conditions on reflexive interpretation that cuts across different sentence types, but instead learns distinct context-specific generalizations. This conclusion is consistent with what we observed in the network analyses conducted on the network that was given interpretive feedback for the full class of structures.

However, one might object to this interpretation of these results in a number of ways. First of all, one might argue that the testing of the network was unfairly biased against the sentence types for which training data was withheld: the sentences on which the No-SubjRel-Net achieved better performance were on average less complex than those on which it fared well, since the former set included a significant number of simple matrix sentences, while the latter included only sentences with at least a single relative clause. This observation about the test data is absolutely correct. However, the difference in performance holds up even when we focus on test sets of comparable complexity. For a test set that included all of the sentences generated by the grammar involving a single relative clause, the No-SubjRel-Net achieves 84.1% accuracy on reflexive interpretation for object relatives in comparison to 60.5% accuracy for subject relatives. The No-ObjRel-Net performs in a complementary manner. Thus, the contrasts in performance accuracy between the sampled and withheld sentence types cannot be explained by complexity differences.
Figure 6: Performance of No-SubjRel-Net on reflexive interpretation across training.

An alternative line of objection to our interpretation might accept the claim that the network is indeed learning distinct representations for the different sentence types, but only because the network has been overtrained, leading to overfitting. Precisely this sort of overfitting is observed by Elman (2002) with respect to the unlearning of generalizations concerning selectional restrictions. In Elman's experiment, the network begins to learn detailed properties of the training corpus, such as the absence of a particular noun as a possible object of a certain verb, over time leading to a lack of generalization. To test whether such overfitting is occurring in our case, we plotted the performance of the No-SubjRel-Net on reflexive interpretation for the different sentence types over the course of training. This is shown in Figure 6. As can be readily observed, the network's performance on the withheld example type is considerably below that on the other sentence types throughout training. Thus, there is no basis for concluding that the network has initially learned, but later abandoned, a generalization for reflexive interpretation that cuts across all of the sentence types.
5 Experiment 3: Establishing anaphoric reference directly

The network architecture from experiment 1 imposed a severe limitation on the information that can be exploited in the computation of anaphoric reference, namely that which the phase one network represents in order to solve word prediction. As we said above, we pursued this architecture because of the central role that the word prediction task has played in SRN-based models of language learning. However, one might object that there is no inherent linkage between word prediction and grammar induction per se, and as a result the limitation we have imposed is too draconian. Indeed one might argue that the linearity effects we observed in experiment 1 are simply an artifact of the kind of architecture and training regimen we employed. In our third experiment, then, we consider a network architecture in which training on the word prediction and reference tasks is carried out simultaneously, and compare its performance to the two phase architecture from experiment 1.

The network architecture utilized in this experiment was identical to the phase one network from experiment 1 with a single difference: an additional set of output units was added, each one providing a localist encoding the reference of the individuals in the domain. Between this set of output units and the context layer was a hidden layer of 10 units, allowing for the recoding of a distributed representation of anaphoric reference into the localist outputs. This network is depicted in figure 7. The training data that we used were identical to those from experiment 1. Once again six networks were trained using BPTT with a learning rate of .001 and batches of 51 sentences.

5.1 Results

Network performance on the word prediction tasks was comparable to that seen in experiment 1. Mean divergence error per word was .011. The average error rate on agreement was 0.1%. Distinctive object prediction, using the same measure discussed above, was accurate at mean rate of 96.7%.
Turning to accuracy on reflexive and pronominal interpretation, we find improved performance. Over our six networks, mean anaphora accuracy on a held out set of 20,000 (complex) sentences was 98.2%. Accuracy on pronoun interpretation for sentences with a single level of relative clause embedding in modifying the subject was 91.9±2.4\%, and 81.5±2.3\% for sentences with two levels of relative embedding.

The contrast between these results and those of experiment 1 suggests a negative answer to the question raised above concerning the sufficiency of representations deriving from word prediction for computing anaphoric interpretations. Although the domain of sentences on which the networks were trained was constructed so as to require attention to the distinctions necessary for the anaphora task, we see that the representations resulting from training on word prediction are not as well-adapted to the anaphora task as representations that derive from explicit and immediate training on the combined task of word prediction and anaphoric reference.
5.2 Linearity revisited

Given the improved quantitative performance of the network architecture, we can ask whether this is associated with a change in its qualitative behavior. One might want to know, for instance, whether SRNs trained in a single phase shows the same kind of linearity effects as the two phase networks considered earlier. This question turns out not to be so easy to answer. The kind of spot checks between subject and object relatives we carried out earlier do not give rise to the same sharp contrasts we observed for two phase networks. Consider, for instance, the following contrast:

(22) a. John who loves Mary sees him.
   \[ \text{him: } p(\text{Harold}) = .52, \ p(\text{Nate}) = .48 \]
   b. John who loves Harold sees him.
   \[ \text{him: } p(\text{Harold}) = .42, \ p(\text{Nate}) = .58 \]

In the first example, the network correctly assigns (essentially) equal probability to the two non-subject male referents. However, when Harold forms a linear sequence with the verb and pronoun, as in the second examples, we see that there is a slight reduction in the activation of Harold as a possible referent for the pronoun. This change is not nearly as radical as was observed above (cf. (16b)), but it is suggestive that there is an effect of some sort.

To test whether such linearity effects are in fact systematically observable in the network’s behavior, we analyzed network behavior on larger classes of sentences. First, we considered sentences with pronominal objects, whose subjects were modified by a relative clause (possibly subject or object) containing a transitive verb. In this class of sentences, which we labeled XXX, we required that the name in the subject and the one within the relative clause be of the same gender, which was in turn identical to the gender of the object pronoun. We generated all of the sentences of this form that are permitted by the grammar up to two levels of embedding, including both subject relatives (16b) and object relatives (16a), a set which numbered 9300.\textsuperscript{11}

\textsuperscript{11}When a sentence included two levels of relative clause embedding the outer relative was always a subject relative. The gender of the object of the outer relative was allowed to vary freely. The two sentence types are
Table 2: Mean activation of subject referent as pronoun interpretation for XXX sentences.

We reasoned that if the network is sensitive to effects of linearity, there should be detectable differences in activations of potential referents for the pronoun between subject and object relatives, as only subject relatives give rise to the appropriate linear sequence. Specifically, if a name $N$ that is linearly adjacent to the main verb is in some sense taken to be the subject of the sentence, it should induce a non-coreference effect for a pronominal object, resulting in lower activation for $N$’s referent as a possible interpretation of the pronoun. Similarly, to the degree that an adjacent noun is taken to be the subject, this should detract from the non-coreference effect induced by the actual subject. As a result, we should expect that the referent of the true subject will have higher activation as an interpretation of the pronoun in subject relative sentences as compared to object relative sentences. We tested both of these predictions on five separate networks with different random initial weights, each trained as discussed in the previous section. In all networks, the difference in activation of the subjects was highly significant in the predicted direction. This was also true for the difference in activation of the linearly adjacent name in all but one case. The activation means, and F-ratios and $p$ values are reported in Tables 2 and 3.

As a second test, we considered sentences of slightly different form: those in which the potential linear distractor differed in gender from the actual subject and the pronoun, which thus illustrated by the following pair of sentences:

(i) a. ObjRel: John who sees Alice who Harold visits admires him.
   b. SubjRel: John who sees Alice who visits Harold admires him.
Table 3: Mean activation of linear distractor as pronoun interpretation for XXX sentences.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ObjRel</th>
<th>SubjRel</th>
<th>F ratio</th>
<th>Prob</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Net A</td>
<td>0.396</td>
<td>0.359</td>
<td>32.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net B</td>
<td>0.444</td>
<td>0.410</td>
<td>57.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net C</td>
<td>0.457</td>
<td>0.442</td>
<td>18.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net D</td>
<td>0.489</td>
<td>0.463</td>
<td>25.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net E</td>
<td>0.483</td>
<td>0.455</td>
<td>1.12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Mean activation of subject referent as pronoun interpretation for XYX sentences.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ObjRel</th>
<th>SubjRel</th>
<th>F ratio</th>
<th>Prob</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Net A</td>
<td>0.196</td>
<td>0.172</td>
<td>1.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net B</td>
<td>0.101</td>
<td>0.132</td>
<td>33.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net C</td>
<td>0.086</td>
<td>0.122</td>
<td>54.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net D</td>
<td>0.009</td>
<td>0.012</td>
<td>15.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net E</td>
<td>0.009</td>
<td>0.019</td>
<td>77.56</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

we labeled XYX. In these cases, since the linearly adjacent name differs in gender from the object pronoun, it will not contribute any additional anti-coreference effect. However, we should still expect that the activation of the subject’s referent as a pronoun interpretation should be greater for subject relative sentences to the degree to which the linear distractor is taken to be a subject in the relevant sense. Once again, this difference is significant in four out of five networks, as shown in Table 4.

As a final test in the pronoun domain, we considered a third class of sentences, labeled XYY, where the linear distractor agrees in gender with the object pronoun, but differs from the subject. Here, we should expect no effect on the activation of the subject’s referent, because of the gender mismatch between subject and pronoun, and indeed no such effect was observed. However, we should see a non-coreference effect on the object pronoun in the face of a linearity effect: the activation of the linear distractor’s referent should be lower in subject relative sentences than in object relative sentences. Once again, this effect is strongly supported in all but one of the networks, as shown in Table 5.

We computed the effects of linearity on reflexive interpretation, by comparing the activation of a distractor in the subject and object relatives. Because the subject must agree in gender with the reflexive, and because only a similarly gendered distractor could serve as a possible
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ObjRel</th>
<th>SubjRel</th>
<th>F ratio</th>
<th>Prob</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Net A</td>
<td>.329</td>
<td>.289</td>
<td>68.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net B</td>
<td>.340</td>
<td>.289</td>
<td>40.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net C</td>
<td>.349</td>
<td>.282</td>
<td>85.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net D</td>
<td>.338</td>
<td>.321</td>
<td>6.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net E</td>
<td>.328</td>
<td>.333</td>
<td>&lt;1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5: Mean activation of linear distractor as pronoun interpretation for XYY sentences.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ObjRel</th>
<th>SubjRel</th>
<th>F ratio</th>
<th>Prob</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Net A</td>
<td>.024</td>
<td>.095</td>
<td>50.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net B</td>
<td>.040</td>
<td>.051</td>
<td>1.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net C</td>
<td>.023</td>
<td>.042</td>
<td>1.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net D</td>
<td>.001</td>
<td>.009</td>
<td>3.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net E</td>
<td>.004</td>
<td>.039</td>
<td>23.78</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6: Mean activation of linear distractor as reflexive interpretation for XXX sentences.

antecedent, we restricted attention to a single sentence type, namely XXX. If the linearly local NP is more likely to be taken to be a possible reference for the reflexive, the distractor should have significantly higher activation in the subject relative sentences. As seen in Table 6, this difference is highly significant in two of the networks and marginally so in one. We also compared the activation of the subject’s referent in these cases, reasoning that the linear distractor present in subject relatives is more likely to draw away activation than the non-linear distractor present in object relatives. This result is highly significant in three of the networks, as shown in Table 7.

It is interesting to note that each of the five networks studied here shows signs of systematic linearity effects for at least some of the sentence types. Moreover, none of the networks showed any evidence of an “antilinearity” effect, where the linearly adjacent name (in the object of a

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ObjRel</th>
<th>SubjRel</th>
<th>F ratio</th>
<th>Prob</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Net A</td>
<td>.898</td>
<td>.803</td>
<td>37.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net B</td>
<td>.938</td>
<td>.934</td>
<td>&lt;1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net C</td>
<td>.023</td>
<td>.042</td>
<td>1.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net D</td>
<td>.999</td>
<td>.977</td>
<td>10.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net E</td>
<td>.987</td>
<td>.954</td>
<td>18.49</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7: Mean activation of subject referent as reflexive interpretation for XXX sentences.
subject relative clause) is less effective than a non-linearly adjacent name (in the subject of an object relative clause) in inducing non-coreference effects. Finally, the consistent differences that we found between subject and object relatives suggests that we are not simply seeing the effect of a noun intervening between the subject and the main verb, but rather a noun that stands in a particular relationship (linear adjacency) with the verb.

5.3 Structural generalization in single-phase networks

Thus far, we have seen that single-phase training of an SRN has substantial quantitative, if not qualitative, effects on its performance in assigning pronominal and anaphoric reference. Let us now revisit the issue of structural generalization. Recall that when we analyzed the hidden unit activations of the two-phase network immediately after the processing of the main verb, we found substantial differences according to sentence type (cf. Figure 4). If we perform the same analysis on the one-phase network, the results are quite different, as seen in Figure 8. This analysis suggests that the network is choosing to represent information about a sentence’s subject’s referent, a property which impacts subsequent processing for both word prediction and anaphoric interpretation, more robustly than the subject’s structural type, a property which does not. This still leaves open the question of whether the network can take
The resulting network generalizes quite differently from the one derived from the two-phase training regimen considered above. As seen in Figure 9, accuracy on the withheld sentence type increases along with the others as training progressed, though its final performance was somewhat lower. Recall that the two-phase networks studied in Experiment 2 did not show such generalization (cf. Figure 6). The difference between these two generalization patterns was highly significant. This contrast suggests that there is something about the two-phase training regimen that led to distinct representations for different sentence types.

Given the results of the HCA just discussed, this result is not very surprising: similarly
represented sentences tend to be treated alike, and hence the assignment of an interpretation for reflexives in the context of subjects modified by subject and object relatives will be treated through the same set of connection weights. If we take this diagnosis seriously, it suggests that there continue to be sharp limits on the structural generalizations that this network can make. Specifically, in the HCA in Figure 8, simple and complex sentences for the same subject referent are still represented quite differently one from the other. As a result, we should expect limited generalization across these sentence types. To test this prediction, we carried out two additional experiments. In the first, we withheld the target outputs for the referents of all reflexives whose subjects were modified by a relative (either subject or object), while in the second, we withheld the referents of all reflexives with simple subjects. In both cases, the antecedents of reflexives inside of relative clauses (e.g., *John who adores himself sees Lucy*) were retained. In order to succeed at this task, the network needs to generalize its knowledge of simple sentences to more complex ones. When trained with held-out complex subjects, four networks with different random initial weights achieved an average maximum accuracy of 66% at assigning a reference to a reflexive whose antecedent is a complex subject, while achieving perfect performance on simple subjects. This maximum occurred at different points in training for each network, and in computing this average we took the maximum for each network separately. Figure 10 gives the average performance for the three sentence types across these networks during training. With held-out simple subjects, four trained networks achieved an average maximum accuracy of 66% accuracy on reflexives whose antecedents are simple subjects, while achieving nearly perfect performance on the complex subject cases. Again, maximum accuracy occurred at different points for each of the networks. The average performance of these networks during training is shown in Figure 11. Though imperfect, we see then that these one-phase networks are capable of some degree of generalization across sentence types.

Given the success of these networks, we considered a further modification in attempt to increase generalization still further: a reduction in the number of hidden units. There is
Figure 10: Generalization of reflexive interpretation from simple to (held-out) complex sentences in one-phase SRN.

Figure 11: Generalization from complex to (held-out) simple sentences in one-phase SRN.
a widely noted tendency that networks with fewer hidden units generalize better to novel inputs, because of their more limited capacity to represent detailed properties of the training inputs that would distinguish them from the test data. Of course, along with a reduction in the number of hidden units comes the possibility that the network will be less capable of solving the task, even if it treats trained and novel inputs uniformly. We therefore explored whether a reduction in the size of the hidden unit layer would improve generalization on anaphoric interpretation for novel structures while retaining an overall high level of performance for the anaphoric interpretation and word prediction tasks. We considered networks with a range of sizes: 50 hidden units, 30 hidden units, 15 hidden units, and 7 hidden units. We trained two networks of each size with different random initial weights in each of the generalization conditions studied here. With the exception of the 7 hidden unit case, all of the networks achieved comparable performance on word prediction, subject-verb agreement, and unique object prediction to our original 70 hidden unit networks. Since the 7 unit network’s performance was reduced overall, we omitted it from further consideration. For the held-out complex sentence condition, the average maximum accuracy on anaphoric interpretation for the held-out sentences was 73% with 50 units, 82% with 30 units, and 67% with 15 units, the first two of these being substantially higher than generalization performance in the original 70 hidden unit networks, which was 66%. This suggests that 30 units is a nearly optimal network size for learning this task. Indeed, in the held-out simple sentence condition, average maximum accuracy for the held-out sentences was 100% for the 30 hidden unit networks. Thus, it appears that a reduction in the representational capacity of these SRNs can facilitate generalization of anaphoric interpretation to novel structural contexts, even if generalization from simple to complex sentences does not achieve the ceiling levels seen in generalization from complex to simple or from subject relative sentences to object relative sentences (see Figure 9).

An interesting property of these results is that generalization is more successful from complex to simple sentences rather than the reverse. This is in contrast to what a number of
models of syntax learning (Lightfoot 1989; Wexler and Culicover 1980) have suggested, where evidence gleaned from simpler sentences is used to determine the properties of more complex ones. It is intriguing that SRNs seem to show a bias in favor of extending generalizations in the opposite fashion.

6 Experiment 4: Lexical generalization

One question left unanswered by our previous experiments concerns another kind of abstraction in linguistic knowledge, namely that which cuts across different lexical items. This arises with the regularities governing reflexive and pronoun interpretation, which are independent of the specific antecedent involved, but depend only on the context in which the pronoun or reflexive is found. To what degree does the network’s knowledge of the anaphoric interpretation cut across different names? One first bit of evidence bearing on this question derives from the learning curve of the network considered in experiment 3. In Figure 12, we see the time course of learning for pronoun interpretation. Each curve in the figure represents the network’s accuracy over the course of training in assigning the correct referential possibilities to a pronoun for a set of sentences in which the target antecedent is one of the six names in the domain (possibly modified by a relative clause). The figure strikingly displays the degree to which the network acquires its knowledge of the referential possibilities for pronouns in a piecemeal fashion: Particularly for the last three names in the domain, the network seems to hold off on learning the conditions on (non-)coreference for pronouns that are c-commanded by that name in the same clause until the interpretive possibilities for the previous name are fully mastered. Of course, this learning curve by itself does not prove that there is not a single unified generalization concerning pronominal interpretation at the conclusion of training: it is possible that as training progresses the interpretive conditions on pronouns become increasingly general.

To test the degree to which this is true, we explored an SRN’s capacity to induce an inter-
pretive mapping for reflexive interpretation that generalizes across names, a sure indication that anaphoric reference across names is treated by the network in a uniform fashion. We utilized the SRN architecture studied in Experiment 3, using the single phase training regimen that achieved best performance and structural generalization. We trained five networks using different random initial weights. As in the previous experiment, we used the training corpus from Experiment 1, but this time withheld interpretations for reflexives on the basis of reference. Specifically, we withheld training on the reference for all reflexives whose interpretation was John. Note that it is not the case that sentences with John as antecedent of a reflexive never occurred during the training of the network. Rather, the networks were simply not given feedback during training about the appropriateness of its interpretive output for reflexives in sentences of this sort.

6.1 Results

For non-withheld names, the networks achieved performance comparable to that in the previous studies. On a stochastically generated test set, the networks on average assigned the correct referent to the reflexive in 99.4% of the cases. For the withheld name however,
the networks’ performance was strikingly different. Four of the five networks never correctly assigned the correct referent for the reflexive, even in simple sentences such as *John saw himself*, while one assigned it correctly 2.2% of the time. This pattern held throughout training, as shown in Figure 13, which depicts the test set performance during training.\textsuperscript{12}

6.2 Diagnosing the failure

The complete failure to generalize to the held out name recalls Marcus’s (1998) “a rose is a rose” problem, albeit in a more cognitively natural context.\textsuperscript{13} Marcus demonstrated that an SRN trained to do word prediction on a corpus of sentences like *a lily is a lily* and *a tulip is a tulip* (all of the form *an X is an X*) is unable to generalize the pattern to a novel nouns such as *rose*. That is, after training, a network which had not been trained on the sentence *a rose is a rose* would not correctly predict the next word, namely *rose*, after receiving as input the sequence *a rose is a*. As Marcus points out, this follows directly from the nature of backpropogation

\textsuperscript{12}Attempts to facilitate generalization by reducing the number of hidden units, as discussed in the last section, had no effect on the outcome in this case.

\textsuperscript{13}Indeed Marcus (1998:p.266) already noted the similarity of his “a rose is a rose” problem to that of establishing a relation between a reflexive and its antecedent.
learning: since the connections to the relevant input and units are modified independently one from the other during training, the absence of experience with a novel word will mean that the connections to and from that word will never be modified beyond the random initial settings. As a result, the network cannot generalize to the novel word any acquired knowledge that is instantiated in its connections. Marcus uses the term *training space* to refer to those inputs that are within the cross-product of the feature values (represented by the individual input and output units) that are within the training data, and argues that feedforward networks and SRNs are incapable of generalizing beyond the training space for the reasons of training independence just discussed. Since the word *rose* is not included in the training set, any sequence containing the word *rose* will fall outside of the training space, and as a result the network will not be able to systematically generalize to such a sequence.

Marcus’s demonstration might strike the reader as limited in scope. If a network has no experience whatsoever with the noun *rose* whose localist input representation for *rose* shares nothing with other words on which the network was trained, it is unfair to expect that the network could have knowledge of the contexts in which *rose* should be predicted. One might imagine for instance that the use of distributed representations in the input and output might overcome Marcus’s training space problem.

Note, however, that our experiments with anaphora are not subject to this sort of training space argument. During training, the network is presented with the reflexive *himself* on the input side, as well as with the reference unit corresponding to *John* (as the reference for the name *John*) on the output side.\footnote{Marcus discusses a modification of his “a rose is a rose” experiment that also sidesteps the training space issue, but where the network nonetheless fails. To the previous training set, he adds sentences containing the previously withheld word *rose* that are not of the form *an X is an X* (the example he gives in the article is *the bee sniffs the rose*). In the face of such examples, the network does have reason to modify its connections from and to the input and output units corresponding to the word *rose*. However, even with this modification, the SRN still fails on the “a rose is a rose” task. Marcus suggests that this result nonetheless follows from his training space conception. He proposes that prediction in the different sentence types constitute distinct functions that the}
held out: only the target activations for the reference units are withheld. We might imagine that the predication task could lead the network to develop distributed representations that encode commonalities across names and this commonality could be exploited in defining the conditions on anaphoric reference. Nonetheless, as we have seen, the network fails to generalize.

An anonymous reviewer suggests that the failure in generalization might arise not from the absence of experience with particular units in the input and output, but from combinations of these units. That is, even though *himself* occurs as an input word and *John* occurs (independently) as a referent output, the training data never require that they be associated one with the other. If such an explicit association were required by SRNs in order succeed (something we do not believe to be the case in human learning), it would point to a rather severe limitation on their ability to generalize. Nonetheless, we tested whether adding such an association to the training data is sufficient to change the behavior of the network. In order to do this, we needed to somehow add sentences in which *John* is the referent of *himself*, but which are not instances of sentences having *John* as the subject and *himself* as the object, as these are the very sentences to which we want to see generalization. One way to do this would be to introduce a novel name, say *Jack*, into the domain, whose referent was identical to that of *John*, and include sentences of the form *Jack admires himself* in the training set. When we do this, what happens is that already at the first layer of hidden units the network collapses its representation of the words *John* and *Jack*, so that they are indistinguishable at the recurrent layer and beyond. Unsurprisingly, then, the network successfully generalizes to sentences with *John* as the antecedent of *himself*, but for uninteresting reasons. To avoid this problem, we...
added to our training set sentences that included pronominal subjects. Each occurrence of a pronominal subject was assigned an interpretation that was any of the gender appropriate referents in the domain, including the withheld referent John. Since the single pronoun he could take on a number of distinct referents, the network could not collapse its representation with that of any of the names. In accordance with the usual constraints, a reflexive object in a sentence with a pronominal subject was assigned an interpretation that was identical to the subject of the sentence. Thus, in the sentence he admires himself, if the interpretation of the pronoun was assigned to be Nate, so too was the interpretation of the reflexive. And since John was a possible interpretation for he in the training data, it also occurred as a possible interpretation for the reflexive himself as well. This modification of the training data had no effect on the outcome of our experiment. The network failed completely to identify John as the antecedent for the reflexive in sentences like John sees himself. Thus, even the addition of explicit associations between input and output units is not sufficient to induce generalization.

In fact, we believe any characterization of the limits of SRN generalization cast purely in terms of the input and output units alone is doomed to fail. Unlike feedforward networks, the output of an SRN depends not only on the input units that are activated at a given point in time, but also the activation of the hidden units at the previous time step. A network may fail if its representation of the previous context is inadequate in some respect, even if each of the words in the context has itself occurred. However, requiring that the network be exposed to all possible contexts for a particular word would be tantamount to giving up on generalization. The crucial question, it seems to us, is how the network chooses, during learning, to represent the context, and whether this representation collapses contexts that are relevantly similar and and provides access to the appropriate degrees of freedom.

In the face of the profound failure of generalization we find here, we still might wonder about the locus of the failure. Has the network network completely neglected to generalize its knowledge of anaphoric dependencies to a novel name, or is its failure of a more local nature? To get at this question, we analyzed the network’s hidden unit representations at the point in
processing in which the reflexive is presented to the network. In particular, we considered the pattern of activation in the network’s penultimate 10 unit hidden layer that is connected to the interpretive output units. If the network is to succeed in the task of assigning the correct reference to a reflexive, the representations in this layer must appropriately distinguish among the sentential contexts according to the name that occurs as the subject (since this determines the appropriate antecedent). As Minsky and Papert (1969) show, these representations must be linearly separable: unless one can find a (10 dimensional) hyperplane to separate the regions of (10 dimensional) activation space that correspond to each of the referential possibilities, the single layer of connections to the the output units will not permit the network to distinguish among them appropriately. In order to get at this question, we constructed a set of sentences, all with reflexive objects, but with different subjects, with and without both subject and object relative clauses, and with different verbs. We ran two of the networks from Experiment 4 on these sentences, and extracted the activation vectors at the penultimate hidden layer. We then classified these vectors according to the name occurring as the subject of the sentence in the preceding context. To determine linear separability, we trained a simple perceptron to reproduce the classification of vectors by antecedents. The result was that the perceptron was successful in learning this task, indicating that these hidden unit representations were indeed linearly separable.

It is tempting to conclude from this result that the network has indeed learned something about reflexive interpretation that has generalized to the new name, but for some reason yet to be understood has not been able to exploit the representational distinction in the mapping to the output units. Before we can do this, however, we must be sure that the linear separability of the activation vectors according to antecedent is the result of learning by the network and not simply the by-product of a rich representational space where a vast number of partitionings of the activation vectors are linearly separable.

In order to test this latter hypothesis, we did two things. First, we investigated whether the networks’ activation vectors in the penultimate hidden layer after processing the reflexive
were linearly separable when partitioned according to a variety of properties of the sentential context (in addition to the antecedent of the reflexive): whether the sentence had a simple subject, whether its subject was modified by an object relative clause, whether the subject was one of the male nouns, whether the previous word in the sentence was a specific verb (admires), whether the first word in the sentences was a particular name (Nate), and whether the name occurring most recently (in linear order) is a particular name (again Nate). In addition, we studied the degree to which the activation vectors that arise in the network prior to training, given its random initial weights, are linearly separable when partitioned by the same properties. The results, which are given in Table 8, show two things. First, the substantial number of negative results points to the fact that the representational space of the hidden unit vectors at this point in the network architecture is not so rich as to permit arbitrary properties of the sentential context to be distinguished. Interestingly, if we consider the linear separability of the same set of properties in the network’s context layer, the results are different, as seen in Table 9. A second and more intriguing conclusion that we can draw from the results in Table 8 is that linear separability by reflexive antecedent is a property of the network’s representations that is acquired during training. This means that during training the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Reflexive antecedent</th>
<th>Simple sentence?</th>
<th>ObjRel sentence?</th>
<th>Male subject?</th>
<th>Previous word is admires?</th>
<th>First word in sentence is Nate?</th>
<th>Most recent name is Nate?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pre-training</strong></td>
<td>x</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>✓/x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Post-training</strong></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 8: Linear separability of penultimate hidden layer activation vectors at *himself*.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Reflexive antecedent</th>
<th>Simple sentence?</th>
<th>ObjRel sentence?</th>
<th>Male subject?</th>
<th>Previous word is admires?</th>
<th>First word in sentence is Nate?</th>
<th>Most recent name is Nate?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pre-training</strong></td>
<td>x</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Post-training</strong></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 9: Linear separability of context layer activation vectors at *himself*.
network's weights have been adjusted so that the activation vectors associated with contexts in which the reflexive himself should be interpreted as John are distinctive, in spite of the fact that this pairing was held out during training. From this, we can infer that some aspect of the network's knowledge about anaphoric reference has generalized to a name that was novel in this context. The question that remains for the future is why the network was unable to exploit the representational distinction that it has acquired in the final mapping to the output units, and what modifications to the training regimen or network architecture might allow it to do so.

7 Conclusion

To sum up, we see that when judged in quantitative terms SRNs are remarkably successful in learning to map pronouns and reflexives onto their grammatically possible antecedents. However, we have found that the manner in which this success is achieved diverges from the abstract structural conditions that have been proposed in the linguistics literature. The results of experiments 1 and 3 point to a bias on the part of SRNs in favor of linear-based generalizations even when such generalizations do not supply categorically reliable cues to interpretation in the training data. Moreover, we also saw in experiments 2, 3 and 4 that the networks did not systematically induce lexically or structurally abstract generalizations for anaphoric reference, though we did see signs of a limited degree of structural abstraction under the single phase training regimen. Instead, these results pointed to the conclusion that SRNs, given the sort of data we presented in these experiments, have a tendency to induce construction-specific and lexically-specific generalizations rather than lexically neutral generalizations in terms of abstract hierarchical relations such as c-command. These networks resist extending the interpretive mapping for reflexives and pronouns beyond those specific structures and referents on which they had been trained.

This limitation appears to be in serious conflict with human performance: for example,
we know who *himself* refers to in *Gromit sees himself* even without prior experience with a reflexive having Gromit as referent or even without having any prior knowledge of who the name *Gromit* refers to. (See Marcus 2001 and Hadley 1994 for arguments that humans exploit this kind of ability to universally generalize about individual entities in a variety of domains.) Likewise it would seem problematic that for the networks studied here, there would appear to be no evidence that the complementary interpretations for the pronoun and reflexive in *John admires him/himself* reflects the biases of SRN learning: if it had been otherwise, one might have anticipated that if John were the withheld reflexive interpretation, it would nonetheless benefit from that fact that it had succeeded in learning that John could not be the interpretation assigned to the corresponding pronoun.

Nonetheless, there have been a number of proposals in the acquisition literature that suggest that learning what come to be abstract grammatical generalizations starts off being tied to specific lexical items and constructions (Goldberg 1998; Tomasello 1992, 2000). Therefore the results of the experiments reported here might be taken as demonstrating that SRNs provide an appropriate inductive mechanism for this first stage of grammatical development. What remains to be determined is whether one can move beyond this stage within the context of distributed network computation in the form of an SRN by modifying the training regimen or architecture in some fashion, perhaps building on the tantalizing results of the analysis in experiment 4, or whether progress demands a different approach to mental computation involving the symbolic representation of grammatical knowledge, or whether the best solution is one which merges ideas from network and symbolic computation (see, for example, Chang 2002).
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